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Featured Application: The potential application of this work is to help the Longjing Tea planter,
consumers, traders and food quality regulators to identify geographical origins of Longjing Tea in
a rapid, nondestructive and accurate manner. The results of this work would also help to identify
geographical origins or varieties of a single tea leaf in other tea industry.

Abstract: Longjing tea is one of China’s protected geographical indication products with high
commercial and nutritional value. The geographical origin of Longjing tea is an important factor
influencing its commercial and nutritional value. Hyperspectral imaging systems covering the two
spectral ranges of 380–1030 nm and 874–1734 nm were used to identify a single tea leaf of Longjing tea
from six geographical origins. Principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted on hyperspectral
images to form PCA score images. Differences among samples from different geographical origins
were visually observed from the PCA score images. Support vector machine (SVM) and partial least
squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) models were built using the full spectra at the two spectral
ranges. Decent classification performances were obtained at the two spectral ranges, with the overall
classification accuracy of the calibration and prediction sets over 84%. Furthermore, prediction
maps for geographical origins identification of Longjing tea were obtained by applying the SVM
models on the hyperspectral images. The overall results illustrate that hyperspectral imaging at both
spectral ranges can be applied to identify the geographical origin of single tea leaves of Longjing
tea. This study provides a new, rapid, and non-destructive alternative for Longjing tea geographical
origins identification.

Keywords: hyperspectral imaging; Longjing tea; geographical origins; support vector machine;
prediction maps

1. Introduction

Tea is one of the most popular beverages worldwide. Different types of tea are cultivated and
consumed, and green tea is one kind of tea favored by many people all around the world. Longjing tea
is one of the most famous green teas in China and also one of China’s protected geographical indication
products. Longjing tea contains various nutritious compositions [1,2]. Indeed, the planting area of
Longjing tea is large, and the exact producing area of Longjing tea is a determining factor influencing
its quality and price [3]. The commercial value of Longjing tea varies according to harvest time,
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processing technique and procedure, and producing areas, and the price of expensive Longjing tea
can be ten times that of the cheap ones. The geographical origins of Longjing tea relate to different
climates, soil properties, water, etc.

Due to the high commercial value of Longjing tea, adulteration of Longjing tea from different
geographical origins is common. Traditionally, identification of geographical origins of Longjing
tea is based on experienced tea farmers and tea experts or reagent based chemical analysis
methods. Tea farmers and tea experts depend on personal experiences, such as observing
the appearance as well as tasting and smelling the sensory properties. The chemical methods
are reagent-wasteful, time-consuming, and require complex sample preparation and instrument
operation [4,5]. These methods are not suitable for on-line, real-time, and large-scale detection. Thus,
rapid and non-destructive methods are needed.

Visible/near-infrared spectroscopy (VNIRS) is widely used as a rapid and non-destructive technique
for tea classification [6–8] and tea composition determination [9–11]. Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) is a
technique integrating both spectroscopic techniques and imaging techniques, acquiring spectral and
spatial information simultaneously. Traditional VNIRS acquires spectral information by ‘point’ scan or
‘spot’ scan, so only the spectra of a small region within the sample are measured. HSI acquires spectral
information from a predefined region of interest (ROI). In general, the entire sample region is defined
as the ROI. HSI acquires more comprehensive information about samples. Hyperspectral imaging
is widely studied in the fields of agriculture [12,13], food [14], medical [15], and pharmaceutical [16],
to name a few. Moreover, hyperspectral imaging is also studied in the tea industry for tea quality
inspection [17–19].

In general, a certain amount of tea samples (contains tens or more tea leaves in a sample) is used
for VINRS and HSI analysis and overlap of tea leaves occurs in this situation [6–10,17–19]. Thus it is
difficult to identify adulterations in this amount of tea when some amounts of adulterations are mixed
into the normal sample. With the advantages of HSI, spectral information of a single tea leaf on a large
scale can be obtained and analyzed efficiently, making it possible to identify adulteration in tea by
investigating single tea leaves. On the other, studying a single tea leaf can significantly increase the
number of samples for analysis with larger variations in tea features.

The goal of this study is to explore the feasibility of using hyperspectral imaging to identify the
geographical origins of Longjing tea based on single tea leaves. The specific objectives were: (1) to
explore the feasibility of using single tea leaf for identification of the geographical origins of Longjing
tea; (2) to explore the differences of two different hyperspectral imaging sensors at two spectral ranges;
and (3) to build classification models for identification of the geographical origins of Longjing tea.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Preparation

Samples of Longjing tea from six different geographical origins in Zhejiang Province, China were
collected in the year of 2019, including Bashan Village (in Fuyang, Zhejiang Province, 119◦51′41.4936′′

N, 30◦4′44.0796′′ E), TongWu Village (in Xihu District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, 120◦3′10.2351′′ N,
30◦11′41.8383′′ E), Meijiawu Village (Xihu District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 120◦5′15.6372”
N, 30◦12′21.8844′′ E), Tiedian Village (in Pan’an County, Zhejiang Province, 120◦41′32.7444′′

N, 29◦12′39.06′′ E), Xinxin Village (in Xinchang County, Zhejiang Province, 121◦3′39.5892′′ N,
29◦19′51.816′′ E), and Hujialing Village (in Yuhang District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province,
119◦56′56.7492′′ N, 30◦12′11.88′′ E). Tea leaves were harvested from Camellis sinensis cv. Longjing 43 in
the spring growth period before the Qingming Festival in 2019. The fresh green leaves were spread out
in a thin layer on bamboo trays and exposed to sunlight or natural warm air for two hours. Then the
leaves were processed by a traditional tea making procedure.

For each geographical origin, 40 g tea samples were collected, and single tea leaves were placed
separately on a blackboard for image acquisition. Figure 1 shows the single tea leaves from six
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different geographical origins. During image acquisition and sample transportation, some tea leaves
were broken into two or more leaves. Since these broken leaves can also be used for hyperspectral
image acquisition to obtain spectral information, some of these leaves were manually selected for
hyperspectral image acquisition as single tea leaf samples. Thus, the number of samples for VNIR
and NIR hyperspectral image acquisition is different. To build classification models, the samples were
randomly split into the calibration set and the prediction set at a ratio of 2:1. Table 1 shows the number
of samples for VNIR and NIR hyperspectral image acquisition
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Figure 1. Red, green, and blue (RGB) images of Longjing tea from different geographical origins
for hyperspectral image acquisition: (a) Bashan Village; (b) TongWu Village; (c) Meijiawu Village;
(d) Tiedian Village; (e) Xinxin Village, and (f) Hujialing Village.

Table 1. The number of samples in the calibration set and the prediction set of Longjing tea from different
geographical origins. VNIR: visible/near-infrared spectroscopy; NIR: near-infrared spectroscopy.

Geographical Origin
VNIR NIR

Total Calibration Prediction Total Calibration Prediction

Bashan Village 1074 806 268 1160 870 290
TongWu Village 781 620 161 886 665 221
Meijiawu Village 845 634 211 785 589 196
Tiedian Village 926 695 231 1037 778 259
Xinxin Village 1171 878 293 1036 777 259

Hujialing Village 1409 1057 352 1489 1117 372

2.2. Hyperspectral Imaging System and Image Acquisition

Two HSI systems covering two different spectral ranges (VNIR: 380–1030 nm; NIR: 874–1734
nm) were used to acquire hyperspectral images of Longjing tea. Details of the hyperspectral imaging
system can be found in the literature [20].

The tea leaves for image acquisition were placed as in Figure 1. To acquire a non-deformable and
clear image, three system parameters, including the distance between the camera lens and the moving
plate, the camera’s exposure time, and the moving speed of the moving plate, should be determined.
For VNIR HSI, these three parameters were determined as 15.6 cm, 0.14 s, and 0.8 mm/s, respectively;
for NIR HSI, these three parameters were determined as 12.6 cm, 3000 µs, and 11 mm/s.
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After image acquisition, the image correction procedure was conducted to transform the raw
hyperspectral images into reflectance hyperspectral images [20]. The image correction is based on
Equation (1):

Ic =
Iraw − Idark

Iwhite − Idark
(1)

where Ic is the corrected image, Iraw is the raw hyperspectral image, Iwhite is the white reference image
acquired by using a white Teflon tile with nearly 100% reflectance to calibrate the light intensity, Idark is
the dark reference image acquired by covering the camera lens completely with its opaque cap without
any light to remove the influence of dark current in the camera.

2.3. Spectral Data Extraction

After image correction, each single tea leaf was defined as an ROI, and pixel-wise spectra within
each ROI were extracted, preprocessed, and averaged as one spectrum to represent the sample.
To extract spectral information, samples were isolated from the background using the same procedure
introduced in the literature [21].

The spectra were reliable in a smaller spectral range, so only the spectra in the range of 502–947 nm
for VNIR HSI and spectra in the range of 975–1646 nm for NIR HSI were used for analysis. To reduce
random noises, wavelet transform was applied. For VNIR spectra, wavelet function Daubechies 9 with
decomposition level 3 was used to preprocess the pixel-wise spectra, followed by moving average
smoothing (window size: 7), and baseline correction; for NIR spectra, wavelet function Daubechies
8 with decomposition level 3 was used to preprocess the pixel-wise spectra, followed by moving
average smoothing (window size: 7), and baseline correction. As for wavelet transform, the spectrum
was decomposed into the approximation coefficients (low frequency) and the detail coefficients (high
frequency). The detail coefficients contained the noisy information, and the soft threshold method was
applied to the detail coefficients to reduce the noisy information. The preprocessed detail coefficients
and the approximation coefficients were used to reconstruct the spectrum, which was the preprocessed
spectra [22].

2.4. Data Analysis Methods

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a widely used data reduction and feature extraction method.
PCA projects the original variables into new orthogonal variables (called principal components, PCs)
in the new data space, and each PC is a linear combination of the original variables. The PCs
are ranked according to the explained variances. In general, the first few PCs contain most of
the information, and these PCs are used to represent the original data. PCA is generally used to
qualitatively explore the separability and clusters of samples by projecting one PC on the other PC
in the scores space. For hyperspectral images, PCA can be used to obtain pixel-wise score values to
form score images at different PCs. To obtain score images, one hyperspectral image of each class
was used. After background removal, pixel-wise spectra within sample regions were extracted. PCA
was conducted on the pixel-wise spectra to obtain pixel-wise score values at different PCs. For each
hyperspectral image, the corresponding score images at different PCs are obtained by knowing the
pixel-wise score values. In other words, these score images are the products of the PCA scores. In the
PCA score images, score values can be presented in color gradients, and differences among samples
are observed [23,24].

Support vector machine (SVM) is a widely used pattern recognition algorithm in spectral data
analysis [25,26]. For a linearly separable issue, SVM explores a set of hyperplanes to maximize the
distance among the closest samples from different classes. For samples which are not linearly separable,
SVM maps the original data into higher dimension spaces to make the samples linearly separable.
In the new space, SVM explores a set of hyperplanes to maximize the distance among the closet samples
from different classes. Kernel functions are important for SVM to map the data. In spectral data
analysis, radial basis function (RBF) is the most widely used kernel function, due to its strong ability
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to deal with nonlinear issues. In this study, RBF was used as the kernel function. The parameters of
SVM (penalty coefficient C and kernel width g) were determined by a grid-search procedure. For SVM
models, the category values of Longjing tea from Bashan Village, TongWu Village, Meijiawu Village,
Tiedian Village, Xinxin Village, and Hujialing Village were coded as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively.

Partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) is one of the most used discriminant methods
in spectral data analysis [27]. PLS regression tries to find the maximum correlation between the
dependent variable and the independent variables. PLS-DA is conducted in the same way as PLS
regression (PLSR), and PLS-DA uses integers or dummy variables which represent the sample classes
as dependent variables. To establish the optimal PLS-DA model, the optimal number of latent variables
(LVs) of PLS-DA is determined. For PLS-DA models, the category values of Longjing tea from Bashan
Village, TongWu Village, Meijiawu Village, Tiedian Village, Xinxin Village, and Hujialing Village were
coded as 000001, 000010, 000100, 001000, 010000, and 100000, respectively. In this study, both SVM and
PLS-DA models were built using full spectra.

2.5. Software and Model Evaluation

The performances of PLS-DA and SVM models were evaluated by the classification accuracy
which was calculated as the ratio of the number of correctly classified samples to the number of samples
to be classified. Both PLS-DA and SVM models were conducted on MATLAB R2015b (The MathWorks,
Matick, MA, USA).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Spectral Profiles

Figure 2a,b shows the average spectra with standard deviation at certain wavelengths of Longjing
tea samples from six different geographical origins at the spectral range of 502–947 nm (spectral range
1) and 975–1646 nm (spectral range 2), respectively. As shown in Figure 2a, spectra in the range of
502–947 nm shows similar spectral curves, and the differences on the reflectance of tea samples from
six different geographical origins are observed. The standard deviations of 533, 543, 585, 616, 634,
and 672 nm are presented in Figure 2a. Overlaps of spectra standard deviation are observed in the two
spectral ranges. A similar phenomenon is also observed in Figure 2b. The standard deviations of 1200,
1500, 1106, 1308, and 1615 nm are presented in Figure 2b.
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Figure 2. Average spectra with standard deviation of each wavelength of tea samples from six different
geographical origins at two different spectral ranges: (a) spectral range 1: 502–947 nm (the standard
deviations of 533, 543, 585, 616, 634, and 672 nm are presented.) and (b) spectral range 2: 975–1646 nm
(the standard deviations of 1200, 1500, 1106, 1308, and 1615 nm are presented).

3.2. PCA Score Images

PCA was conducted on hyperspectral images to form a score image at each PC to qualitatively
identify the differences among tea leaves from different geographical origins. In this study, score images
of the first ten PCs were obtained for the two spectral ranges (shown in Figures S1 and S2). To conduct
PCA, leave-one-out cross validation was used.

Figure S1 shows the score images of the first ten PCs of spectral range 1. These first ten PCs
explained over 99% of the data viability. Indeed, the first three PCs already explained over 99% of data
viability. The other seven PCs explained less than 1% of data viability. Although these PCs explained
less data viability, they also contained information about samples. Thus, score images of these PCs were
also studied. As shown in Figure S1, tea leaves from different geographical origins were distinguished
according to color differences. Samples from Meijiawu Village had the lowest score and the bluest color
in PC2 image, which was preliminary identified. In PC3 image, the score of samples from TongWu
Village was relatively low, which was identified. In addition, samples from Tiedian Village were
distinguished from other geographical origins in PC4 image since the score of samples from Tiedian
Village was lower and the color was bluish. In addition, samples from Meijiawu Village, Xinxin Village,
and Hujialing Village were intuitively distinguished from samples from the other geographical origins
in score images of PC5, PC6, and PC9, respectively. These results illustrate that although the remaining
seven PCs (PC4–PC10) explained less than 1% of data viability, they also contained useful information
contributing to the identification of the geographical origins of Longjing tea.

Figure S2 shows the score images of the first ten PCs at spectral range 2. These first ten PCs
explained over 99% of the data viability. Similarly, tea leaves from different geographical origins
were distinguished according to color differences. For example, in PC1 and PC2 images, the pixel
scores of samples from Bashan Village and Meijiawu Village were relatively higher than those of
samples from the other geographical origins. In PC3 images, the score of samples from Hujialing
Village was relatively high and was distinguished from the others. In addition, in PC7 images,
the color of samples from Tiedian Village was relatively blue, which was distinguished preliminarily.
In PC10 image, samples from Meijiawu Village could be further identified because of their high score.
These results also illustrate that apart from the first three PCs, the other PCs also contained useful
information contributing to the identification of the geographical origins of Longjing tea, even though
they explained little of the data viability.
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3.3. Classification Models

The PCA score images show that there were differences among tea samples from different
geographical origins. To further identify the geographical origins of Longjing tea samples, SVM and
PLS-DA models were built using the full spectra in the two different spectral ranges. Tables 2 and 3
show the classification results of SVM and PLS-DA models, respectively.

Table 2. Confusion matrix of support vector machine (SVM) models using full spectra for spectral
range 1 (502–947 nm) and spectral range 2 (975–1646 nm).

Spectral Range a
Calibration Set Prediction Set

1 c 2 3 4 5 6 Acc. b

(%)
1 2 3 4 5 6 Acc.

(%)

1

1 764 21 0 8 4 9 94.79 240 20 0 3 2 3 89.55
2 25 585 1 3 3 3 94.35 9 147 2 3 0 0 91.30
3 1 2 625 6 0 0 98.58 2 4 201 2 1 1 95.26
4 6 7 1 658 20 3 94.68 7 3 0 215 5 1 93.07
5 7 3 3 9 804 52 91.57 7 3 3 10 242 28 82.59
6 9 4 0 4 53 987 93.38 4 3 1 1 52 291 82.67

total 94.31 88.13

2

1 829 19 0 5 2 15 95.29 213 55 0 7 2 13 73.45
2 17 595 0 13 9 31 89.47 4 191 0 8 11 7 86.43
3 0 1 580 4 4 0 98.47 0 6 164 16 10 0 83.67
4 2 16 7 746 4 3 95.89 2 8 3 243 3 0 93.82
5 1 12 8 15 738 3 94.98 3 15 2 5 232 2 89.58
6 5 19 0 1 2 1090 97.58 4 9 0 0 2 357 95.97

total 95.45 87.66
a: the spectral ranges used for analysis, spectral range 1: 502–947 nm; spectral range 2: 975–1646 nm. b: Acc.
represents accuracy. c: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and corresponds to Bashan Village, TongWu Village, Meijiawu Village, Tiedian
Village, Xinxin Village, and Hujialing Village.

Table 3. Confusion matrix of partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) models using full
spectra for spectral rage 1 and spectral range 2.

Spectral Range a
Calibration Set Prediction Set

1 c 2 3 4 5 6 Acc. b

(%)
1 2 3 4 5 6 Acc.

(%)

1

1 764 29 1 0 3 9 94.79 236 27 0 1 0 4 88.06
2 19 590 0 5 2 4 95.16 4 157 0 0 0 0 97.52
3 0 3 619 5 6 1 97.63 1 1 206 2 1 0 97.63
4 3 4 1 669 6 12 96.26 1 0 0 223 1 6 96.54
5 6 3 1 17 770 81 87.70 6 1 0 8 239 39 81.57
6 12 12 0 2 86 945 89.40 4 0 0 0 122 226 64.20

total 92.90 84.89

2

1 858 12 0 0 0 0 98.62 267 23 0 0 0 0 92.07
2 112 550 1 2 0 0 82.70 30 188 2 1 0 0 85.07
3 0 2 576 0 10 1 97.79 0 1 183 5 7 0 98.47
4 1 1 8 752 6 10 96.65 0 0 1 256 2 0 98.84
5 0 0 21 27 619 110 79.67 0 1 2 8 206 42 79.54
6 0 0 0 3 10 1104 98.84 0 0 0 0 3 369 99.19

total 92.97 91.98
a: the spectral ranges used for analysis, spectral range 1: 502–947 nm; spectral range 2: 975–1646 nm. b: Acc.
represents accuracy. c: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and corresponds to Bashan Village, TongWu Village, Meijiawu Village, Tiedian
Village, Xinxin Village, and Hujialing Village.

As shown in Table 2, close results were obtained by SVM models using full spectra of spectral
ranges 1 and 2, and variations could be found in the results of samples from different geographical
origins. For the SVM model using full spectra of spectral range 1, the optimal model parameters (C,
g) were (256, 1). As shown in Table 1, good classification results were obtained, with a classification
accuracy of the calibration set and the prediction set of 94.31% and 88.13%, respectively. For the
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samples from different geographical origins, the classification accuracy of each geographical origin
was over 90% in the calibration set, with worse classification results in the prediction set (all over 80%).
For the SVM model using full spectra of spectral range 2, the optimal model parameters (C, g) were
(256, 25.8576). As shown in Table 2, good classification results were obtained, with a classification
accuracy of the calibration set and the prediction set of 94.31% and 87.66%, respectively. For the
samples from different geographical origins, the classification accuracy of each geographical origin
was over 89% in the calibration set, with worse classification results in the prediction set, especially for
samples from Bashan Village (less than 80%).

As shown in Table 3, close results were also obtained by PLS-DA models using full spectra
of spectral range 1 and spectral range 2, and variations were also found on the results of samples
from different geographical origins. For the PLS-DA model using full spectra of spectral range 1,
classification accuracy of the samples from most geographical origins was over 80% in the calibration
and prediction sets, and classification accuracy of the prediction set of Hujialing Village was the lowest
(only 64.20%). For the PLS-DA model using full spectra of spectral range 2, classification accuracy
of the samples from Xinxin Village was lower than 80% in the calibration and prediction sets, and
classification accuracy of the samples from the remaining five geographical was all over 80%. Overall,
the PLS-DA model using spectral range 2 showed better results than the PLS-DA model using spectral
range 1.

In different classification models and different spectral ranges, the classification accuracy of the
samples from different geographical origins varied. Moreover, the classification accuracy of SVM
models and PLS-DA models was also close. These results show that HSI systems at different spectral
ranges could both be used to identify the geographical origins of single Longjing tea leaves with SVM
and PLS-DA models.

Various studies using near-infrared spectroscopy and hyperspectral imaging to identify tea varieties
and geographical origins have been reported. Yan et al. [28] used hyperspectral imaging (spectral
range: 370–1042 nm) to classify six different varieties of Loingjing fresh tea. The classification accuracy
could reach over 94%. Ge et al. [29] used hyperspectral imaging (spectral range: 400.68–1001.612
nm) to identify oolong tea varieties, and the classification accuracy was over 97%. Sun et al. [30]
used hyperspectral imaging (spectral range: 390–1050 nm) to identify green tea varieties, and the
classification accuracy was over 91%. Jia et al. [31] used near-infrared spectroscopy (spectral range:
1350–1800 nm) to identify the growing area of Longjing tea, and the classification accuracy of two
growing areas was 97.3%. Liu et al. [32] used near-infrared spectroscopy to identify grades, varieties,
and geographical origins of green tea. The classification accuracy all reached 100%. The results in
our study were similar to or a little worse than the results in these studies. The reason might be that
the number of samples in our study was much more than the number of samples in these studies.
On the other hand, a single tea leaf, rather than a batch of tea leaves or tea powders, was studied in our
manuscript. A single tea leaf is the basis of all tea products. The identification of the geographical
origins based on a single leaf is of great importance for protecting Longjing tea from adulteration.
By using hyperspectral imaging, spectral information of the entire single tea leaf was extracted,
providing more comprehensive information than non-imaging near-infrared spectroscopy. Moreover,
the PCA score images obtained from hyperspectral images provided an alternative to visually analyze
the differences among samples. The overall results in this study illustrated the feasibility of using
hyperspectral imaging to identify the geographical origins of a single tea leaf.

3.4. Prediction Maps

Hyperspectral imaging has the advantage of acquiring the spectral information of each pixel.
By establishing models using spectral data, the model can be applied to each pixel to obtain the
corresponding prediction value. Based on the prediction value of each pixel, a prediction map can be
formed, and a color bar used to represent the values by colors [33]. In this research, identification of the
geographical origins of Longjing tea was studied by using single tea leaves, and pixels within each tea
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leaf belonged to the same class. Thus, the prediction maps were formed using the class value of each
single leaf rather than using the prediction value of each pixel [34]. The general procedure to form the
prediction maps was to apply the established model to each single tea leaf to obtain the class value
representing the geographical origins of the corresponding tea. The spectra extraction procedures for
prediction maps were the same as those for modeling. In this study, SVM models were used to form
prediction maps for one randomly selected image of each geographical origin.

Figure 3 shows the prediction maps obtained from the hyperspectral images of Longjing tea from
six different geographical origins at the two different spectral ranges. As shown in the prediction maps,
the class value of each tea leaf was visualized, and the leaves with different class values (corresponding
to the geographical origins) were identified visually.
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range 2: 975–1646 nm. (geographical origins from left to right: Bashan Village, TongWu Village,
Meijiawu Village, Tiedian Village, Xinxin Village, and Hujialing Village).

4. Conclusions

Hyperspectral imaging covering two different spectral ranges (380–1030 nm and 874–1734 nm)
was successfully utilized to identify Longjing tea from six geographical origins. Single tea leaves
were used for analysis. PCA was firstly applied on pixel-wise spectra to form score images of each
PC. For hyperspectral images at the two spectral ranges, differences among samples from different
geographical origins could be observed in the PCA score images. Furthermore, spectral data were
extracted from each single tea leaf for modeling. SVM and PLS-DA models built using spectral data at
the spectral range of 502–947 nm and 975–1646 nm obtained good performances, with classification
accuracy of the calibration and prediction sets over 84%. SVM and PLS-DA models obtained close
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performances. The classification performances of hyperspectral images at two different spectral ranges
were close. Moreover, the classification accuracy of tea samples from each geographical origin varied.
The prediction maps for identifying the geographical origins of Longjing tea were obtained by applying
SVM models on the hyperspectral images. The prediction maps provided visual classification results
and helped to sort Longjing tea samples within one image. The overall results illustrate the potential
of using hyperspectral imaging to identify the geographical origins of single tea leaves at two different
spectral ranges. Although good classification results were obtained, more studies are needed to
improve the classification results. This study indicates the great potential for the development of
the on-line geographical origin tracing platform of Longjing tea based on hyperspectral imaging and
machine learning methods.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available on http://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/10/3/1173/s1, Figure
S1: Score images of the first ten PCs of spectral range 1 (502–947 nm) for tea samples from six different geographical
origins. (a–j) represent PC1, PC2, . . . PC10. (The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 represent the corresponding
geographical origin of Bashan Village, TongWu Village, Meijiawu Village, Tiedian Village, Xinxin Village, and
Hujialing Village), Figure S2: Score images of the first ten PCs of spectral range 2 (975–1646 nm) for tea samples
from six different geographical origins. (a–j) represent PC1, PC2, . . . PC10. (The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
represent the corresponding geographical origin of Bashan Village, TongWu Village, Meijiawu Village, Tiedian
Village, Xinxin Village, and Hujialing Village).
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